1997 buick lesabre fuel filter location

One of the worst problems that can happen to your Buick LeSabre is a bad fuel filter. When the
filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the vehicle
will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve around the
vehicle stalling out. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to replace. This was
in the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure. Higher fuel
pressure meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel filter was no
longer left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank and engine bay.
These fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change. Repairing them
means getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good news is, no matter
how old your LeSabre is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And, fuel filters are
cheap. Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has any trouble
codes saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be
a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related
trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it resembles many
other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or
accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel filter
can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor
feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as
jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you
get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing
these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your
LeSabre is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter would probably
not be the place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code for fuel pressure
or the oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel pump that is going
out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump
vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have
high pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are both going to
cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to truly tell is to
place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both. A priming fuel
pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with a sharp engine
right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The symptoms of a bad
fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Buick LeSabre. Testing
the filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to rule it out. If there
is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck! Hard to Start
Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be that the your LeSabre is
difficult to start. Asked by Wiki User. How do you replace fuel filter on Buick LeSabre, the
replacement filter I bought appears to be a snap on. I have only replaced the screw on type. On
my 98 buick LeSabre the fuel filter was under the car passenger side just in front of the rear tire.
Good luck! The fuel filter is on the frame just forward of the gas tank. Inside the fuel tank. To get
to it, you have to drop the tank. In front of the left rear tire. I have the 97 lesabre limited. I
followed the fuel line down the driver side. The filter sits below the passenger door prior to the
fuel tank. Hope it helps. Fuel pumps on buick lesabre. Look under the vehicle - follow the fuel
line from tank. Most GM fuel filters are under the vehicle, behind the driver. Try under vehicle
follow the fuel line from the tank. GM vehicles do not have an inertia switch. Usually replaced
when they fail Faulty fuel pressure regulator, or injector. Make sure your air cleaner filter is not
plugged. Location of fuel pump relay Buick Lesabre. Under car, driver's side, by the rear tire.
Under the car on the fuel line outboard side of car. Ask Question. Buick LeSabre. See Answer.
Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. How do you replace the fuel pump on a
Buick LeSabre? Location of fuel filter on Buick Lesabre? How do you replace the fuel filter on a
Buick LeSabre? What tools will need to change the fuel filter on Buick leSabre? Where is the
fuel filter located on a Buick LeSabre? Location of fuel filter on a buick lesabre? Where is fuel
pump on Buick Lesabre? Where is the fuel filter on 88 Buick lesabre? Where is the fuel filter on
a 90 Buick LeSabre? Where is the location of fuel filter on a Buick LaSabre? Where does a relay
fuel pump go on a Buick lesabre? Where is the fuel filter located and how do you replace it on a
Buick LeSabre? Where do you find a fuel filter on a buick lesabre? Where is the fuel filter
located on a Buick Lesabre? Where is the fuel inertia switch for a buick lesabre? What is the
recommended best time to replace a fuel pump in a Buick Lesabre? Why would gas be getting
into the engine oil on a Buick Lesabre? Where is the fuel inertia switch on a buick lesabre
custom? Where is the fuel pump relay located on a Buick lesabre? Location of Buick lesabre
fuel pump relay? Fuel filter location buick lesabre? Where is the fuel filter located on a buick
lesabre? Where is the fuel filter located on a Buick LeSabre 4-door? Trending Questions Who
would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked

By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User.
How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest
Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with
baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. Here is the information you requested. Hope this helps
and thanks for using 2CarPros. First, where is it exaclty? Secondly, is it necessary to remove
any fuses in the fuse box before removing the old fuel filter? I read somewhere that this is very
important. Other places online, however, do not even mention this. Thanks for the help. Was
this answer helpful? Disconnect the negative battery cable MUCH better than removing fuse
Relieve the fuel system pressure. Use compressed air to remove any dirt in the connector.
Squeeze the plastic tabs of the male connector and pull apart. Remove threaded connection
from the filter inlet. Remove the filter. To install: Position the fuel filter, making sure it is facing
in the proper direction. Attach the outlet quick connect line to the fuel filter as follows: Step 1:
Be sure the connector is clean and that a new plastic retainer is used on the filter. Step 2: Apply
a couple of drops of engine oil to the male pipe end of filter. Step 3: Push the fuel line onto the
fuel filter until the plastic retainer snaps into place. Step 4: Check that the connector is locked
into place by trying to pull the connector from the filter. Install the threaded connection to the
inlet side of filter and tighten to 22 ft. Connect the negative battery cable. Pressurize the fuel
system by turning the ignition switch to the ON position for 2 seconds. Turn OFF the ignition
switch for 10 seconds. Turn ON the ignition switch. Check for fuel leaks. I have looked under the
car behind the driver's seat, which is where the auto repair shop said it would be located, and I
can't find it. My car turns over and sounds like it wants to start, but it just doesn't seem to be
getting enough fuel. It chugs and bucks when going up steep hills and it died completely the
other day in the middle of an intersection. After being flatbedded home, I just want to see if it's
either the fuel filter or fuel pump. Thanks Was this answer helpful? It is easy to see simply by
looking under the vehicle without having to jack it up. Mine is about inches under the vehicle
from the outside edge. Everybody told me to look under the drivers seat also, maybe that was a
different year model? Hope this helps. I would like information on the location and procedure to
replace the fuel filter on my car Do you. Hello, I'm Danny. Images Click to enlarge. Was this
answer. I am trying to replace the fuel filter on my Buick LeSabre. Fuel filter is on the frame,
below vehicle, just forward of the gas tank, mounted in fuel line. Can you tell me where to locate
the fuel fliter on my Buick LeSabre? Thanks Was this answer. On my LaSabre, the fuel filter is
located on the passenger side, under the rear passenger seat, close to the door. How would I
change a fule filter in a 98 buick lesabre? Hello, looks like a threaded fitting on one end and a
quick connect fitting on the other. You need to be sure there is no pressure on the system
before taking anything loose. Usually if the vehicle sits overnight without being run or cranked,
the pressure will bleed down, you still need to be aware. I have taken the quick connect fitting
loose with a pair of needle nose pliers. The plastic insert with the filter, has a couple of ears that
butt-up against the end of the fuel line, You squeeze the ears together and pull the line off. I
believe the autostores have a tool for this, probably better than the pliers. Fuel may run out of
the lines when unplugged, I stop the flow with some kind of plug, you might loosen the gas cap
so there won't be any pressure in the tank. Sorry for the long post, sometimes I get to rambling.
Engine Mechanical problem Buick Lesabre Front Wheel Drive Automatic miles I have a gas line
leak at the back of my fuel filter that is located on the rear passenger side of my 98 Buick
lesabre just ahead of the tire. It looks like there is some kind of press on plastic fitting that
attatches the fuel line to the fuel filter. My question is will I need a special wrench to work on
this problem and is there an o-ring or something in there that can be replaced or will I need to
replace the whole gas line? Please help! Thank you Was this answer. Welcome to the forum,
The new filter comes with the plastic insert. I can't tell exactly what is leaking? If you replace the
filter, make sure there is no pressure on the system before taking anything loose. Usually after
it sits overnight without being started or the key cycled, there isn't much pressure, but, you still
need to be aware. Take the gas cap loose, Take the threaded fitting loose first, slowly. I have

taken the quick connect fitting loose with needle nose pliars, there is a pair of ears butted up to
the fuel line, one on each side, you squeeze the ears together to release the plastic insert, grab
the ears and not the fuel line, squeeze and pull. If the fuel line end is broken, I have seen repair
kits. I've never used it. The code from the check engine light is saying that I have a fuel trim lean
and I think I need to change my fuel filter, how do I change it? Where is it located? Good
morning, I attached the location for you of the fuel filter and the procedure below. Only replace
the in-line fuel filter if it is restricted. Relieve the fuel system pressure. Raise the vehicle.
Remove the quick-connect fitting at the fuel feed line 2. Remove the threaded connection 5 at
in-line fuel filter. Inspect the fuel lines, O-rings for cuts, swelling, cracks, and distortion. Replace
the lines as required. Inspect the fuel return line 3. Inspect the fuel vent pipe 4. Drain any
remaining fuel into an approved gasoline container. Do not repair sections of fuel pipes. If
damaged, rep lace. Remove the protective caps from the new in-line fuel filter. Install the new
plastic connector retainers on the in-line fuel filter inlet and outlet. Install the new plastic
connector retainers in the same position as on the old in-line fuel filter. Install the quick-connect
fitting at the inlet of the in-line fuel filter. Install the threaded connection at the in-line fuel filter.
Lower the vehicle. Tighten the fuel tank filler pipe cap. Install the negative battery cable. How do
I change the fuel filter on my Buick LeSabre? Turn the ignition switch ON for 2 seconds. Turn
the ignition switch OFF for 10 seconds. Turn the ignition switch ON Check for fuel leaks. The
filter is located under the passenger side directly under the door area. The car will have to be
jacked up to access it Was this answer. Trying to install new one I stripped the fitting engine
side. Will start just a bit then it lets loose. How do I repair this fitting to get it to screw into the
fuel filter. Do to the economy I cant take the car to the repair shop I spent my last money to get
the fuel filter I need help. The car started dieing at stop lights and did not want to start so I
figured it was the fuel filter. Did you strip th
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e filter or the fuel line? They make a too that is designed to clean up dmaged threads. Check
with the local part store and ask them if they have a tap and die set. Most will rent or lend it. Get
the correct tap or die based on what part is bad on yours and run it over the threads so it
straightens them out and makes them functional again. DO NOT chance the size or pitch. Let me
know if you have questions. Joe Was this answer. I cannot find the location of my fuel filter.
Make and model are Buick Lesabre. Year is There are three possible locations for this
component due to variation in production; under hood, passenger side, rear engine area, below
firewall, mounted in fuel line OR under vehicle, passenger side, below seating area, mounted on
frame in fuel line OR under vehicle, driver side, below rear seating area, mounted on frame in
fuel line. Thanks for using 2CarPros. Please login or register to post a reply. Asked by j. Can A
Faulty Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

